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ABSTRACT

Research on media and technology in education appears
in many forms and styles. The results of this research so far has
been quite disanointing, in that researchers have failed to point
out the difference between research on media and research with media.
Research also has tended to become highly specific, thus losing
representativeness. A conflict between better control over specific
variables and representativeness could be solved by some new research
methods. In field studies a pseudo-experimental design or a staged
innovative design allow research to be conducted in naturalistic
surroundings. In strictly experimental studies the rotation design
and the ecological design can be used. The major theme of these
techniques is to move media research out of its traditional either
internal-or-external validity conflict toward better and more
fruitful research. (JY)
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introduction

and diverse
Research on media and technology in education covers a wide
also
.setting ,
from basic
Its
mothodologiesAvarY
s ,:n to
o pi
ranl,,e of .e
field
throught,experiveits
in educational
_experimental work in ial,oratory
t

institutions, to largo scale evaluations- of programs and products
in

current use by schools.
No single roscarch methodology can accurately cover,

arbitrary conception
this range, nor can the field be rade unifocm to fit some
of THE best approach to research.
research objectives
However, underlyini; this diversity there are common
studies, such as trio se
which guide the field and allow us to classify diverse

of one vs. two
resulting from a system's approach, together with studies
channel inputs, under the heading of media research.

Three major objectives of

obtain knowledge 'about the
media research can be identified. The first is to
technology.
educational or instructional effectiveness of a chosen medium, or

question of
Reserchers who emphasi;:e this objective a't:empt to answer the

"how can various media best be used for instruction?"

of such attmpts is the comparison between two media,

(Cagn41974).

or

Typical

between alternative

(e.g. Allen and Weintraub, 1968).
veraions of the same mdiumos Oilier studies, in which the specific merit of

a particular attribute or technique associated with a medium are investigated,
can be inclu

.

I here.

The second objective of media research Is to increase our understanding
effects they
of how media and technology function, and what psychological

2

00
o!ljectivt. is, of course, related to the previously

leave on learnets.

mentioned one, but di:ten; from i t in one respect:

It is more concerned

effective they are.
with how media functioa psychologieally than with how

A

the provoking and engaging
study by Miller and Uess (1972) that investigated
characteristics of CA1

is typizel of this goat.

improve the practice of
The third objective of media research is to

education through the provision and evaluation of better material.>

media,

The evaluation studies of Sesame Street (Ball

procedures and technologies.

Bogatz, 1970; Bogatz & Ball, 1971) are examples of such studies.
objective.
It becomes evident that mast researchers aim at more than one
and 'less was designed not
For example, the above mentioned study by Miller

functions of CAT, but
only to gain better understanding of the motivational
rIN
increasing the engagement of
also to compare experik!ntally the wethods of

learnerr, in the program.

The latter is an attempt along the lines of the

first type of objective mentioned above.

Similarly, Van de Bogart (1972)

made a case study of a series of television simulation presentations and
evaluated it.

He also attempted to reach some more general conclusions which

could be applicable to other cases.

Doing so, lie aimed at both our first

and third objectives.
than
It would appear that suchdiverse studies, often aiming at more

century, would yield
one objective, carried out over more than half a
valuahle prac
be the case.

cal and theoretical results.

however, seems not to

Recent summaries of and comments on media research unanimously

little (Scattier, 1968;
agree that media research has, in fact, yielded very
Suppes &
Snow & Salot;:en, 19&8; Cordon, 1969, 1970; Alien, 1971; Jamison,

Wells, 1974; and others).

Olson (1974) commented on the accumulated research

on media by stating that --

I
,

v$A

haw

e(fects
"We know neitherAio deocribe the psychol(wical
the purposes
of ... technologies nor how to adapt them to

.

of educ -iticn.

The ivpaet of teehnelovies both ancient

and modern on

learniwz is either negligible

or unknown

tt

could be olth.

Indeed,

Ye.:L, that the effects may be

noticeable is

(Fuchs & Lyle
illustrated by research done on television and aggression

1972),

(Liehert, Neale & Davidson,
advertisement and children's consumer behavior

1973) and the

like..

It seems more likely that educatLonal media research

has failed to detect such effects.
ways of realizing yet

More important, it has failed to explore

unexplored potentialitio

them to educationalpurposes.

-4' media, and converting

We prefer therefor(

ffl re-examine the develop-

the media themselves.
mental trends of media research rather than blame

In

studies on media
the followin8 sections, major trende in past and present
suggestions are made.
are examined, and some methodological
Inter-Media Cealparfsons

engaged in attaining the goal
Only a few years ago, research was mainly
of finding the best medium or technology for instruction.

This gave birth

comparisons, most salient of which
to a rather large number of inter-media
were the medium vs. face-to-face studies.
procedure, etc.)
The typical question -- is one medium (or technology,

superior to another
to raise.

appeared to be a rather straightforward valid question

However, as Knowlton (1964) and Miel.ke (1968, 1971) have convinc-

ingly shown, it was in fact an invalid question, leading to uninterpretable
results, if result:, were ()Mailed at all.

Methodolot;ically, a co(varison between two media calls for a well

media variable, are
controlled experiment in which all variables, except a

4
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Tho kontelt, rode of prenentation, structutc, didactics,

held cun:;tant.

situation,

conditions.

ld the like need to be equalixed between the experimental

the typical 1TV vs. face-to-face comparison the de:Agn

in

would be as follows:

A teadter prc:,ents the material in the face-to-face

variable
condition (no intcraction with nZudontq permitted to avoid a new

from entering) while another group of learners wz.tches the same presentation
on a TV monitor.

Conditions

indeed, are equal and only the medium of

pret;entation is allowed to vary.

have been
ilow.,ver, as Mielke (1963) has shown, if all other variables
controlled for, whit was left to vary?

variable whoo effects were studied?
study was the teftlwolop

What, then, was the independent
All that remained to vary in such a

of transmission, since, indeed, other things were

equal.

The only reasonable concluion [of such a study]

would

be that the mediation, and the mediation alone, caused

the significant differences in [say] achievement

(Mielke,

1968).

Dut such differences were rarely found.
be interpreted?

And if found, how could they

The answer is offered by Gordon (1969):

Most research in this area has been designed merely to
measure the influence of technology (not mediums) upon
academic grades, rather than determine the real difference
between the mediums themselves.

That these experiments

have shown that the same kind of teaching operates more or
or less the same way with and without technological aids
...

might have been anticipated before experimentation

began

(p. 118).
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In short,.when only the least significant aspects of insituction are
allol.,ed to. vary, nothing of

nter-c could, and did, re:;ult.

Research With and Research On Media

A similar criticim applied to a corollary of the media-comparison
prpcodures which in fact

stratc-v, namely Lhe..stody.of. olaf.:sroom
A

unrelatl..! to media.

Yet

.11..nait:!s concerned with active vs. passive

learning,'immediate or delayed feedback to students (see e.g. Gay, 1972),
and the like, appeared an if dealing with media.

Knowlton (1964) has

commented,en,such studies claiming that if, say,.overt_active participation
of learnefq iws been found to enhance their learning, why should it be.any

different hol film is used?

Indeed, no new knowledge was gained with

respect to either human learning or the merits of film when research with
tredia posed as if it was research on media.

a major difference of focus between the two.

There is

Whereas research switli media only employs media as convenient deiricel; for
mo.dia involves
stimulus presentation or data collection. research on
major focus of investigation.
inherent qualities or attributes of media as the

Research with media differs from research on media not only in focus
but also in approach.

Research concerned with the management of learning,

for instance -- by presenting programmed materials on a TV. screen (Carpenter
1968), in/estigates a "natural" given.

Thus, Carpenter studied the tolerance

of students to externally paced material, and Gay (1972) studied one's
progress with immediate or delayed feedback when involved in difficult tasks.
Re:aura:eh on media, on the other hand, need not be concerned with any availahlc! given.

It call create the most contrived vxperiences, extract the most

creative .pot entialfties of media, and study tow they affect learning, even

if they are not typical of any existing Instructional package.

-

.Nok

do, r:tther than vith what

vh:it media or technolor.-IN
they z./1e doing

t.lh

attribute:: are sinr,led out

p.::rti(nilar locdi

conditiow, to show v11:4 of
and built into welt constructed experimPutril
Lhey 11,1','e.

(1972) wha studied the
This wa:; done, for instance, h'' Salomon

technines in int,...ractien
41tental-suppantin fin.et:ions of vpecifie filmic

vtudicTidually re,)lacNe,nter-toedia
with individual difference:!.. Such
c..ompariseas as. wefl_as_other

an can he

types of research with
1,4 of th,:

witne:.4sd in Levic & Dickiet:; r

field (1977).

Thus, instead

.44.s foco:IIng upon
/0.,eell.;.c attributes whose
retiei:rch

of gros:;

xerc

being investigated.

instructional potenti41itA,1..

ConecxtnAizition

inte.roction Studios

research with
The realization that gross Todia comparisons and
approaches
practical or theoretical vain: to the
modinion... of
appeals

field, vas accompanied by

A for rare cenceptuali%alion to replace

strict empirical a-thc!oretieal appro.:ch.

the

Co:iceptua71?:ntion VaF expected

an

vzild questions
to focus researcher: ;' attention to more
imbed the research in theoretical
the inhPent merits of media, and to
context

to deal with media
Indeed, a numbei- of researchers have suggested ways

hypotheses from the
in terms of their inherent attrihu: es and derive new
1967; Salomon & Snow, 1968;
analyses of their merits (e.g., Pryluck & Snow,

Snow, 1970; Fredetiksen, 1970; elm-I:, 1 7) .

media and technology he
It waL; generally suggested that attributes of
Ins.ruetional effects and
conctpintlized in terms of their psychological or
lather tlin in terr.1

of their vhysical

appearanve.

Thus, it

ditferent attributes of
could he fvtvld that a nurnher of physalistically
eliciting similar responses
media or technology ;:ave a hi0 preb.ibility of

00,

US)
in learners.

a comon effect: on learners they then

I3y virtue o

treated as equivalents.
could be grouped to?;etber and he conceptually

Studies, which would seem to ch

with entirely different entitles, such as

prramed instruction
drawini.,s and randomly ordered fraates in a i

text, could

be found to

bear upon the !WW. cor,uitions, !-afeh as (say) rt:.,:!%onse uncertainty.
7

Conceptualization of media attributes in terms of their psychological

distinction between research
effects and functions points to :t seldom mdo
concerned

with psychological effects, atd research concerned with

instructional effectft-sess.

The former addresses

to the Information

brought about by
processing activities, mental or emotional states,
learners' psychological
different media attributes as they interact with
characteristics.

Such research is most typically found in the fields of

psychole2,y and communication.

herlyne's work (e.g. 1965) on the psychological

psychological
effects of comp:ex, ambiguous or asymetrical stimuli, and the

examples of research on
analyses of pictures by Gornbrich (1974), are
effects.

hand, in
Research on instructional effectiveuess, on the other
learning in
concerned with the contribution of some media attribute to
light of the demands of a specific task.

It is, of course, the traditional

dominion of education:0 research.

research on effectiveness
It was the fusion of research on effects with
which was so badly needed for conceptualization to emerge.
which point to psychological effects of media attributes

Indeed, studies

are highly

for *.ich the
suggestive of hypothr.ses which point to the learning tasks
studied attributes coold be most effective.
role of pictures

The studies of Samuels on the

in the acouisqion process of reading (Simoel, 1967; 1970;

ti

I"

t
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Bie:breck N Terry, 1974) illustrate this point.
Note gunuraliy, knovin!; what effe'c't

Low IL interact

mode or stimulatIon han, and

with diffurcnt typus of learpors, aids us In comprehendinr,

Its more fundamental nature.

The

mode of stimulation can then be

co ceptpalized in tur.us of its psychological function

as was done for instance

by O'Neil (1970)
by Conway (196S) with regard to multipl,e-channel inputs,. or
with rtIgard to r-.:gntive feedback in CAI courses.

A detailed analysis of

might conselluently tell
the.more fundamental requirements of learning tasks

us the extent to which the documented of Iects become also instructionally
effective.

That different media attributes may have different psychological
effects on Andividual.learners

is. quite self-evident.

Less self-evident

is the fact that instractional effectivoness.is the result of the
interaction of psychological effects with the requirements of the desired
learning outcome.

it becomes clearer, however, if we accept the idea that

the extent that they
media or technology rttributes facilitate learning to

activate, elicit or arouse in specific learners those mental states and
processes which are relevant to the requirements of the task (Salomon, 1974a).
be
The hypotheses concerning differential learning outcomes which can
derived from recent: work on concrete-stimuli and their imagery arousing
effects (e.g., I'aivio, 1971) exemplify this point.

Generalizations
This shift front gross media comparisons to studies in which interactions
cif media with learners and tanks are sought implies that no overall

generalizations of results, such as "CAI is superior to programmed texts ",
are formulated.

It also

leads remearch away from a strict trial-and-error

empiricism and into a more toncptual

realm.

9
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lt. is itttt.res inc. to note that limited,

rather than total gcneraliat ons,

of media researcher-s.
'were already songhtaftc,r by the first generation

Freeman (1924, quoted by Seattler, 1968) was apparently the Ii rat to
couduct a systAmatic series of experiments with

film.

One of hiu cow:in:dons

Thu relative effectiveness or vetbal Instruction as
contrasted with the various forms of concrete or realistic

material in vi:wal media depends on the nature of the
instruction to be given and the character of the learner's
previous experience with,objective materials (Scattier,
196k, p. 116).

media with learning
It is unfortunate that the idea of interactions of
taAs and 1t-z4rners was lost, giving way to studies which sought "the best

medium."
Limited, rather than tota1,generalization of findings yield pore
meaningful and more logically acceptable results.

Knowing how diverse

of messages and
learners and tasks arc, and having noticed the wide range

situations that media and technology can provide, it would be difficult to
accept all-encompassing generalizations.

(Snow (1973) maintains in'this

respect that Interactions limit generalization of treatment effects.
If an important personal characteristic of learners is
sampled too narrowly .
ignored .

.

.

.

. or if that characteristic is

then generalization in rendered uncertain

at hest and patently wrong at worst (p. 8).

The desin of Interaction stodits thus calls for a wide reptosontation
of learnn; ;old of Ic3rning tasks.

Tn a study concerning motion in films,

c-"N

10

?"-". "

014.
and Weintraub (1968) Oils '.:4E1 _the case.

eonducied by

pi

Three typwl

differinn in age, sex,
Ii..irning 1n4s wore stnd;u4, and 58'). learners

ability and 5.ptrc ific Intowledge

were tested.

The researchers reached Ow

learning more than still.
eencluion that Motion in films facilitates
pictures.

since this was the
Thi, r.onerall.tation appears to be warranted

- .
ease rckintd1 0 ,1. of .learner or.. task

are... found with

differences.

;Sate oftca, interactious

either learners, tasks, or both, demonstrating that

of learners or tasks
generaliations on the basis of restricted samples
are unvarranted.

become better
in'uneral, it might- be said that as media attributes
'YLervt.
somewhat better
conceptualized, better rationales are developed,

justified
understanding of specific media functions can be gained, and mare
limited genereliv.ations are reached.

Coneralizations of this kind have

result of his
recently been formulated by A31.--s (1974, in press) as a
extensive survey or tilt:. literature.

A Dilemma
gained inc,-easing
Experimel:tal work, as just: described, has recently

prominence in the field of media and technology.

However) the more it

media, the farther away it
moved into the deeper layers of under4andina
1

went from the world of education.

And in spite of its improved quality

the objective of Improving
it nevertheless fell short of accomplishing
educational practice.

There is a major reason for this failure.

The research described above

tbus it is -- by its very
is by necessity hiAhly analytic and detached,

of media 'research
1 The rea(ler is invitNi to compare a 1963 summary

(Lwisdalue, 196J) with a similar survey published nine yelrs later

(xvie b Dickie, 1972).

"IN

0i
I

education.
IlatUrt: -7 unrepre!.eatative of the real vorld of

understanding
One of the major porpoNs of media research in to deepen
different 'learners
of what fuoctions.madia attributes can, aocomplish for
and different ta!,.ks.

valyfly.

It must: cmphasizo, fin.it and foremost, internal

If the re:.varcher wishes to asctibe % particular of feet or

comparison is
function Lo o palLicular attribute, neatness of eviatrimental
necessarily called for.

This calls for carefully arraneed experimeats in

which only the desired variablen are allowed to vary according to the
researcher's rationale.

However. when sack Is carefully done according to

lost, namely:
the canons of methedoloay, something of utnost importance is

representativeners, or external validity.

A number of recent papers have b:,en addressed to this issue (Bracht
Class, 1968; Shulman, 197(); Snow, 1973).

Briefly stated, there is a constant

competion between the control of variables to allow accurate infyronces,
findings to real
(emphasis on Internal validity), and 1;enr.ralizabi1ity of

life settings (emphasis on external validity).

Indeed, what could be

generalized to the real world of instruction front an experiment in which
cooperative students were shown experimentally manufactured stimuli and

asked to learn experimentally designed materials under ideal conditions,
introduced as a relaxing break in a tedious schoolyear?
Acknowledging this, it is often argued that the research needs to be
materials and
carried into the real education world and conducted with real
stimuli.

Foxall (1972) compared the relatiire instructional effectiveness

of radiovision (tape recorded souod trackaceompanied by a filmstrip) with
television in a course of new mathmatics.
allowed to manifest all its qualities.

Each medium of instruction was

Thins, there were no time.limitations

12
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4,1

on the radiovisiou, while so,ctitl,u,:,
allow.d.

di!.cu! lion!: and thy Like were

n, 4ni the othi. Kind, contalued much

The Letevi:;ion pr,

No slv,nificant differencea

animation buL did not 14.!rmit il:terruptiona.

that radiovision,
between the groups wore found, leading to the conclusion
leatnine, as much as
which in, far less co:41y th:In television, facilitates

television does.

internal validity is, of course, sacrificed in such a sttly as in most
evaluation studies.

A host of known and unknown variables are involved.

explanation could he provided,
Even if re:;ults vould favor one medium, no clear
nor would it be possible to straost which or all the pa,-ticipatiug variables
is responsible for the outcomes.

This, however, could still be sufficient

(3971) has pointed
for a Summative evaluation study which, as; Guttenberg
s

ent of we
out, involves a "judgment

of some

activity."

roxall wishes, .however, to carry out an investigation into the relative

instructional
merits of two teaching wdia, not just two highly specific
packages,

but because
He aimed at external validity, or reneralizability,

of poor internal validity the study failed.
killowing media
It becomes evident that sacrificing internal validity,

the highly controlled
to exploit their best qualities, and moving oyt of
laboratory-like setting, are insufficient conditions.to secure reprosenativeness.

Thus, one faces a dilemma.

On the one hand,

If complex behaviour is assumed to be both probalistic and
multidimensional, "stripping" the environment down to a

minimum in order to control, to determine the role of a few
variables, may be a potentially self-defeating process
(Perebum, 1971, p. 445).

13
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leading him to conclule
A similar argument was roised by Lbel (1967),
analytic research is futile.
twit the scardl for gezlerali.laLions batted on
Yet, on the other hand,

The empirici3t in education stops with comparison of
gross effects.

He asks

.

.

.

whether an educational

film produces more learning than a verbal presentation.

buch studies play a significant pnrt in the engineering
pham2 of curriculum preparacion.

but research that is

of
no more than an empirical check on the effectiveness

heart of
some educational package does not get to the
the matter.

One cannot generalize, for example, about

the advantages of educational films.

The strict empirical

approach would force us to assess each filth in turn, and,
indeed, to test its effects when applied in each of
several different ways.

We will never halPe enough

investigators to carry out exhaustive studies of this kind,
so that the only. Practical approach is to search for

ex lautory principles

(Cronbaeh, 1966, p. 543, italics

added).

Differently stated, better control over variables provides better internal
but little
validity, allows better conceptualization and understanding,

representativeness, and hence -- has remote relevance to educational practice.
On the other hand, studies in the real world of education, dealing with
complex variables, aro most often highly specific and do not warrant
geweralization.

elven also the comple;:ity of the phenomena they deal with --

their internal validity is wry poor.

14
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researciwrs, and a
This dilei,na has bcconle a fOCU3 of interest to
number of extremely potcnt Lwthodologie
(e.B.

,olutIou.-. have been srgestcd

1.970; Snow, 1973;
Cavybc11, 1969, Bracht_ fr Glass, 1968; Shuln,n,

Buss, 1974).

apply some
In the following pages we will discuss ways to

of these solutions to media research.
research strat,-gies are suggested:

Essentially, two major kinds of

Strategies to make. the field study,
tt

<\v. mccA +4.

concerned with real events in to natural setting

.

snore

,64,...rnatkkk

acid strategies to make expPriments

and

more extclually

valid without losing internal validity.
Itaprovtne Media Research in Natural nettlnea

host of situations,
Natural settings provide the researcher with a
dr.!serve to be
outstanding events, and highly innovative projects which

carefully studied.

world of
Such events are particularly prominent in the

media and technology.

Their investigation is important inasmuch as their

the events typically
quality, imaLinativeness and complexity far exceed
studied by researchers.

complex.
Most research concerned with innovative, yet

is usually limited to
real-life instructional media, if conducted at all,
simple gross evaluations that lack internal validity.

The problem is therefore

large-scale program
how to conduct research on real-world events, including
outstanding innovations,
evaluations as well as research into the effects of

while attaining satisfactory internal validity.
The Statistical Pscado- Experimental. Desin
be more
Salomon (1971) suggested that media research might sometimes

world and worked
succeasful if it started out with events in the real
them into ever smaller
backwards
into the laboratory by gradually analyzing
nt tn
components.

labeled the
Earlier, Shulman (1.970) proposed a similar approach

15
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"Lpidem;ological Strategy" to accomplish the name end for research in
teaehing .01.1 learnini;.

rssnt ;ally, outom..s are compared oftf,r lelrners

natural, factor such as a
have been differentially exported to an external,
TV program.

Gathering data on nnmerou5; individual difference variables

including background, abilities

achievement, and the like, it should be

possible to dirtinguish between those who are more and those who are less
affeetc'td by the program.

analysis of the
This sttategy_needs to be supplemented by a careful

various components colising the program, or the newly introduced technology.
Identifying such significent components, the researcher should be able to

generate hypotheses as to their possible effects and effectiveness.

He

and who was less
should thus be able to investigate not only who was more
affected, but also what caused the effect.

In this way, a real life event

conditionr were
could be studied as if carefully controlled experimental
present, while in fact they were not.
from Shmlman's
The Pseudo E;:perimental Design (somewhat different

Epidemiological Strategy), is based on the measurement of three kinds of
students involved,
independent variables: relevant individuaj differences of the

instructionally significant components of the program, and amount of student
exposure to -- or involvement in the program.

Students differ as to the

amount of their exposure to, or involvement in an instructional program -thus exposure is a continuous major independent variable.

The purpose of

this approach is, then, to examine the extent to which amount of exposure
or involvement differentially affects

students.

Since, however, the program

is analyaed into its significant components, one can also attempt to answer
the question of what elements in the program affect individual. learners.
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It becoll:e:: imt..diately clear thAt the exni,,inntlon
is
effeel., when carricd uta onlor natur.,11 conditi(..w.;

t1 ^th

student Twly he
The amount of exposure to Ole progra.1 by each

deficient.

Better able, more curious, ,ore outgoing

L.elfsetection.

the, rc:iult
student.:;

thf, progromt::

may com,e to expose themselven more to the program.

necessm7y condition of "other things ben

The

equal" i8 not .suet unless

fi equalize" the students.
statistical procedures are used to partially

and_mpltipleToward this end, background data needs to be.collected

19., It then beco,i:es.possible to
regresnion procedures used (c.f. Cohen,
.Tartial out. initial exposure- ielatcd differences.

We meet, to an extent,

t

equal" through the P,,edo-j:xperim:.
the condition of "other things being,

illustrated below.
rather than through design procedures, as will be

An Exalvle
created a unique
The introduction of Sesame Street to Israeli children
opportunity to study the effects of a highly co:aplex and sophisticated
program on TV-naive children (Salomon. 1974b).

Since, however, it was

traditional experimental
broadcasted simultaneously all over the country a
design became impossible.

No adequate control group of children who were

not exnected to watch the program could be formed.

On the other hand,

of the program would be
simple comparisons between heavy and light viewers
meaningless since amount of viewing could be the result of self-selection,
thus threatening internal validity.
Even if this threat
external validity.

removed, there was still the threat Co

Since the effects of only one

program (40 one-hour

extremely limited, as
shows) were to be studied, generalizability would be
in most evaluation studies.

The effects of one program may not 'represent

the possible effects of other programs.
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Specific statit:ticalmethods, howe
difficulties.

allot,* us to overcome such

If one wi!,hes to talk aboat chnn;,les in achievement which

viewing, then each child': amount
are presumed to he the result of program
degree to which exposure
of exposure to the program can be measured and the
Is related to later achiev oment can be computed.

Actually, we have a

(exposure) has values distributed
situation where the independent variable

through many levels of partial
over a wide range: from total um-exposure,
exposure, to the total exposure of each and every show.

In this respect

experimental design in which
we have an advantage over the traditional
subjects are divided into groups of "viewers" and "non-viewers."

The

differences within each one
traditional method usually avoids looking into

fthe groups, whereas hero they are taken into account.
allows us to partial
The statistical method of Multiple Regression
achievement variables, thus
out the contributions of background and initial

6 the progrmn to the postmeasuring the "not" contribution of exposure
viewing achievements (e.g., Cohen, 1968).

In other

weicidr,IneeItredltizble to

which can be
specify the "net" amount of post-viewing achievements
attributed to exposure, other things being equal,
inasmuch as the
This method of analysis allows us to compare groups

entered into the analyses in
same background and pre-viewing measures are
the same order, and exposure enterfld rs the last predictor.

It is thus

possible to sea in which group its "net" contribution to post-viewing
achievement is larger.

resulting
Table 1 provides an abbreviated example of data on two tests
from such an analysis.

Table I about 1 here
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lal ;:chi(vo::,..,ur measures

As can be seen, -.1
fel 36.6 to 50.

group and the te-t.

accounted

y:60, varianet dopendin;; on the

1..nt

Expor, necoanted for 4.3 to 16.3 additional pere(ot.

It can al:; be sces.that

cmpo,n1re rndo a significant difference for

M:itcliing test, it' did not
lower chIss childrcu in the e:ue of the Letter

The converse is true in

flake much of is difference for middle cia:.s ones.
the cano of, the Part:; of the 1:holc test.

analysis in not used
It bc!cowes evidLnr thn, the miltiple regression
element of the def;ign.
only as a statistle..;1_ procedure but as a basic

Without

1, subject!. can ot be "equnlixed" and the absence of a control

not: he overcome.
group, typica l of t1,0 study of ru;turn1 ev,.nts, can

monttoned already,
The question of gencralizahility wan treated, as
followed by the
through conceptualization of specific program component_i

generation of specific hypotheses.

Thus, for example, It was hypothesized

woull affect
that particular presentation formats used in the program
specific skills in particular children.

Although such components could

test such
not be experimentally manipulated, it was still possible to

hypotheses using multiple regression procedures.

The Staged Innovation Design
Sometimes it may happen that a new media-based program, sufficiently
innovative to deserve a thorough study, is introduced into schools.

Let us

assume that all students are to parttcipate in the program, making it again

difficult to create adequate control groups.

However, it might become

possible to introduc.. the program in stages, thus allowing for a Staged

Innovation Desian (rampbell, 1969).

According ty this design not all schools

are introduced to Ow program simultaneously.

Some fichools, if possible
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are introduced to the program eorlierthan others.

1)11;11.21::i turn eat to ;;ctrvc., a:: the

,TQ

"experimental" group while

'cont ots."
the Lite begi,luersserve 07.11,noTnrily as the no-treatment
.

Achievements

the
.or any other dependent variables, serve to compare

exp;:1-1r:enta1" (early.hev,inners) with the "control" (late ly.,ginners).

This design ran be further developed as follows:

Once the "controls"

compared with those of
take part in the program, their achievemnts can be
the "txperimentals" as meanured on an earlier date.
built into the design.
after the other

Thus a replication is

Two groups ;rave taken part In the p:ogram, one

and their ref.,ults can be comparte on two occasions: before

and again -- after they
the "control" schools started ow with the grogram,
have finished it.

One can also try to change the program before the "control" schools
begin to participate in it.

Crmparing their post-participation results

earlier date, is
with those of the "experimental" schools, measured on an
introduced changes
similar to an experimental comparison in which the newly
in the program serve as the "treatment."

The outline of the Staged Innovation

Design are graphically presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 about here

An Example
Elements of the Staged Innovation Design can be found in the Age Cohert
Bogatz,
study, part of the first year's evaluation of Sasame Street (Ball &

.1111.,

2

If not, schools can still be equalized using elements from the.
Statistical Pseudo Experimental Design.

1970).

In th.lt. study, 114 children

!6-55i months old, were pretested

and their achievements compared with thc,:e

before the program was v1un

aftyr the program was
of another group of 101 children of the same age,
shown.

When the posttest group was divided into viewing

quartilcLI, it

achieved more than the
was found that those who viewed the program more
Thu,;, the' conclusion wac reached that viewing the program

pretest f;rcn

led to gre:Iter gains in scores.

It will he noted that the Ace Cohort resembles the Staged Innovation

compares groups at different points in time.

Design ina;-much as

Those

the controls, and thQir
who are about to receive the "treatment" serve as
after
pre"treatment" score; are compared with the scores of another group

"treatmet4

it has received the

Improving_Emcrilrental Media Research

and technology
The major problem of experimental research on media
real world of education.
is, as already discussed, its remoteness from the
validity,
While it does not nece.(.arily suffer from the absence of internal
i.'.

it lacks representatitill

.

Snow (I03) in a recent paper, discusses this.

10111P

problem and ways to solve it in great detail.
Snow (1973), comes The biggest threat to external validity, claims
.

when the experiment does not fit the nature of the

behavior being studied ond, furthermore, does not include
the means of discovering this fact (p. 2).
when the variables
To this, it may be added, external validity is badly reduced
elements, and examined
under investigation are isolated, taken as discrete
under relatively artificial conditionn.
of ee.o10.4.1cal va I id

.e.

Thin, then, leads to the consideration

71
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Ecological va%dity concerns the extent to which the
habitats or situations compared in an experiment are
representative of the population of situations to which
the investigator wishes to generalize (Snow, 1973,p. 10).
complemented by
The consideration of ecological validity needs to be
referent generality," that is, the use of a wide range of possible-capori7
test). 'These
mental. outcomes (rot just achievement on one multiple-choice

may luclude both expected as well as unexpected outcomes.
The Ecolor ical Desi-n

Snow enumerate . several ways of securing ecological validity and referent
generality.

Among those we find the observation and recording of intra-

experimental processes

(what do the students do, in fact, when the treatment

the experiment
is applied), extra-experimental observations (how disruptive is
wiern initiated In midschool year), description

and analysis of the students

experiment, the duration
taking part in the study, their preparation for the
and the like.
of the experimental treatment, its detailed description,
Etuentially, all this adds up to multivariate experiments, conducted

under real life conditions, with

real life treatments of more than a brief

duration, with a wide range of dependent variables.

Snow suggests a design

by means of which one can study the interactive effects of complex treatment
variables comprising an instructional sequence, complex learners' aptitudes
O

and some learning criteria.

3

Figure 2 represents one version of Snow's design.

The interested reader is urged to read Snow's paper (3973) for
details and explanations.
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mentioned above,
The Ecological Desi,,,n when used under the conditiom

could help to reduce

threat:; to external validity.

The Rotation

also be appropriate
A sot:IL:what gimpler v,:rsion of the Ecological Design may

outstanding
for media research, whore the experimenter wishes to extract some
qualities of m-dia and study their effects and effectiveness in interaction
with learner:; and learning tasks.

The researcher may generate specific

particular learners.)
hypotheses cenceTaing the effects of these qualities on

yr\ a8
and

appropriate.
to find out for that kinds of tasks these are most

Imagine a program which can be divided into a number of different tasks
analysis.
based on some learning hierarchy, tay.onomy or a task

Assume also

of learners are
that a number of general and specific aptitude measures
taken.

of teaching
The researcher prepares then a number of alternative ways

(chapter, topic, or any other
each of the program's tasks such that each task
discrete component)* is taught to another group of learners using a different

medium or technology.

Each medium prppared to teach the material in one of

the task units is so structured as to capitalize on the special attributes
of that medium.

Comparable groups of learners, preferably in their natural learning

habitats, are taught the same program.

However, each group is exposed to

different task/medium compositions.

The design (labeled as the Rotation Design for our present purposes)
in shown in Vigure 3.

4^-
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Figure 3 about here

For illustrative purposes we have put into the design four student groups,
foLr tr.cdia dud a four-task learning program.

course

possible.

Other combinations are

of

As it can he seen, each group learns the whole nrou3m

with a different coLbination of media.

This enables us to 'compare during-

the-study behaviors as well as posttest performance within each row
separntilv, that I s, within one task and across media.

Given that we

employ measures which are comlon to all tasks (e.g. curiosity), it becomes
possible for us to compare results within one medium and across tasks.
Finally, aptitude-treatment-interactions can be studied within each row,
thu$ showing whether learning of a task by means of one medium benefits

medium which
certain learners unlike learning the task by means of another
may benefit other learners.

The same analysis can be carried out within

one medium and across tasks and groups.
In spite of its appearance, this is not a factorial design.

or column main effects are sought after.
betweel. the columns yield?

No row

Indeed, what could a comparison

Anti how instructive would a row comparison be?

study, but
The inter-column comparison would he like a formative evaluation
then

/Mb!

it was not our intention to test the overall effectiveness of an

instructional package with this design.
Each row in the design represents one learning task, topic or period

of= desired duration and complexity.

Within the row, a one-way analysis

of variance, to test media effects, becomes possible.
with each row separately.

This could be done

However, since learning of the program is
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lA,4. c=ulative, the revs .01ould not be analv:,:ed

indtTund.cutIy of ach oLlicr.

Thu;, from thc. :eld row on, aualyo!.; of

.covariance (or multiple regrc,ssiew!) are called for so that. previou!:
learning

ww411.0

the covariates -- are taken into consideraGon.

.could have been used by Allen

This design

Weintraub (396:1) rather than having three.

.independt overiments, each dealing with a different task.

Since,

filmed motion
however, they were concerned with theinterac..tion between
(thus not
and tasks, ontrAde the ?calms of a real instrutional program

considering the gradual accumulation of knowiediy).1their study lacks

reprsentativ uoss.

The Rotation Design could ovrreme this shorttcsniug.

An r/..:Tnle

Samuels, Dieshrock & Terry (1974) wi,;hed to detertOne whether pictorial
illustrations would influence beginning re; lers' attitudes toward stories
they read.

used
Sone of tbe psychololOral effects of illustrations when

interference
in primary readers were investigated earlier, indicating strong
effects (Samuels, 1970).

Thus, the preseqt study was concerned mainly with

affective effects and their instructional utility.

Using a Grace° Latin

Square Kepeated Measures Design, the researchers assigned students to one
of three groups.

Each group read one story each day for three days.

story was aconN.nied by a different type of illustrations.

Each

Thus, no two

did two groups
groups read the same story with the name illustrations, nor
read the same storyR on the same day.

The design used by Samtels et al. differs only slightly front the
Uotation De.:ign.

The major difference lies in the fact that no particular

is better
order of story-preqentntIon was needed, whereas the Rotation Design
suited to deal with curt Scala in which chapter or topic order Is given.

. r
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does
not
consider
ne, I by 'ler:tele it
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difteree ee.

jetei Lecieee with

a critival c4mponent.

In the Retation Design this is

Yet, in epitc of thesa differences the tWO designs

poseible mdia/task
appear to he ralher similar inaemech..as both deal with all
eowhinaelene and both can be carried out in natural, settingn.
Summary

Research on MOia and\Tpchnology in Eflucation appears in many -forms-end styles.

However, its yield in terms of ,understanding media, guiding,

still is, quite
their utilization, or improving education was, and
disappointing.

A number of critics have shown the inadequacy of gross media

comparisons, and have pointed to the difference between research on media
and research with 14edia.

Media attributes, rather than media per se, were

these attributes in terms
dealt with awl a strong need for conceptualizing
of their effccts and functions was suggested.
and sophisticated research questions

This has led to more specific

concerned with media x task x learner

merits of media.
interactions, to replace the question% about the universal
the research
However, the more specific the questions became, the more

moved away from the real world of education, in spite of the promise for
better conceptualization land theory.

The research become highly specific,

neat, even sterile to a degree, thus increasingly losing representativeness.
variables and
A clear conflict between better control over specific
representativeness (that is, relevance to the real world of education) could
be felt.

A number of solutions were suggested.

tc two instances:

These pertained particularly

first, to studies conducted In natural settings In

innovative media programs which usually suffer from the absence of internal
validity,

from
and to well-controlled experimenta suffering, as iudiented,

poor external validity or representativeneen.
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As for the field studies two dc!;igns W.1- disw:std.
Statistical r:;oodo-E:.porill,eutal Dc:: irn,

regressions.

The ilrfa-, the

114:;d on the! use of pn2tip1(2

It enables us to conduct 14rge-scnie research on the effects

stiil making it possible to
ui a program, without control groups, while
estimate effects, interactions and caunes for those.

In spite of the absence

given certain provisiow;,
of experimental controls, this design enables us,

to maintain satisfactory internal validity.

Second was the Staged

when a program is
Innovation Design, which allows inter-group colvarisons

introduced in stays.
research; the Rotation
Two designs were also suggefiited for experimental
Design was offered to supplement other newly developed multivariate designs
discussed in the ct'rrcnt literature.

That design enables us to study the

interactions of media, tasks and learners in real life settings, taking
setting as well as
into consideration the complexity of the educational
the accumulation of kaowledge.

The Ecological Design was offered as a

variables, and
method of including a wide range of situational and content
a similarly wide range of media attributes,

in an experimental structure.

distinction between the
The designs discussed herein somewhat blur the
traditional types of media research, mentioned in the opening section.

Vor

designed as to
instance, evaluation studies can be no conceptualized and
effects, and not only the effectiveness,
answer also questions pertaining to the
of a media program.

Similarly, experimental gaudiest originally desigaed

attibuCest can be
to deal with psychological effects of specific media
in the real
made to deal also with questions of instructional effectiveness

world of education.
'the Major theme tints is, that by moving media reueareh out ui its

traditional ef,her-internal-or-external-validity
fruitful

egwarch could emerge.

conflict, bettor and more
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